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T O K U S A I
 Technological Capabilities

TOKUSAI TungMoly Co., Ltd. was founded 

as a “company to manufacture special thin wires” 

as indicated by its former name “Special Thin Wire Research Institute” in 1950. 

Thin and ultra-thin wires manufactured by skilled workers by repeatedly passing 

thick wires through dies in a careful manner.

Hard-to-work materials such as tungsten and molybdenum can produce ultra-thin wires 

with minimum diameter of 0.01 mm or less by heating and drawing wires.

Over 60 years since the foundation, 

our consistent wire drawing technology has built manufacturing facilities 

and lines such as processing machines uniquely 

designed by TOKUSAI to meet different customers’ needs.

TOKUSAI’s employees form a technological skill unit 

with each of us having the DNA of ingenuity.

Based on techniques and skills accumulated through manufacturing 

experiences lasting from the foundation to date, 

we will further evolve toward future and grow 

as an industry-leading technological skill corporation.

TOKUSAI is challenging unlimited thin

Tungsten wire after wire drawing
ø0.01 mm

TOKUSAI’s original thin wire manufacturing 
technology realizes ø0.0025 mm tungsten wires 
after electropolishing!

Cross-section of a human hair
ø0.09 mm

Comparison of the diameter of
tungsten thin wires

A rough indication
of the Tungsten length of productivity  

▶Approx. 2500 km per day
    [Length of Japan:  Approx. 2800 km]

▶Approx. 50000 km per month
    [Circling of the earth: Approx. 40000 km]

▶Approx. 600000km per year 
    [Distance between the earth and the moon: Approx. 380000 km]
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T O K U S A I
Products Market

Unlimitedly Thin and Eternally Long, TOKUSAI’s original ultra-thin wire manufacturing technology

φ1mmx1m

φ0.1mm x 100m

φ0.01mm x 10,000m= 10km

TOKYO SKYTREE
634m

Jet Advanced
10,000m

Mount Everest
8,848m

Tokyo Tower
333m

Child
1m

Statue of Liberty
93m

Applications of TOKUSAI products

TOKUSAI can make thin and long wire

We are supporting the future of the invisible leading edge technology field: Lighting, 
Semiconductors, Electronic parts, Medical equipment, Leisure equipment.  
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Tungsten wires

Lighting

Monocrystals, etc.

Industrial furnaces, etc.

Leisure equipment

Medical equipment etc

Electric appliances etc.

Semiconductors

Lighting parts

Monocrystals, etc.

Semiconductor testers

Mesh

Electronic devices, etc.
Electronic parts, etc.

Medical equipment parts

Probe pin parts

Plating / soft wires

Part suppliers End users

A line of diameter 1mm and length 1m 
can be drawn to diameter 0.01mm 
and length 10km.
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Corporate Profile
Established September 1, 1950 (Special Thin Wire Research Institute)

Corporate name TOKUSAI TungMoly Co., Ltd.

Representative Yukitaka Sotooka

Location of main office 1-1027-6 Nanyo, Nagaoka City, Niigata, 940-1164 Japan

 Phone +81-258-22-2171   FAX +81-258-22-2180

Business activities Wire drawing of various metals and alloys,

 Manufacturing and marketing of drawn wires

Capital ¥33,500,000

No. of employees 90

Corporate history
1950 Founded Special Thin Wire Research Institute in Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo.

1956 Constructed the Yaguchi Factory in Ota Ward.

1971 Constructed the Higashi-zao Factory in Nagaoka City.

1967 Constructed the Kotobuki-cho Factory in Nagaoka City.

1984 Constructed the 2nd Higashi-zao Factory.

1990 Relocated a new factory to Nanyo, Nagaoka City.

1973 Expanded the Higashi-zao Factory.

1991 Changed corporate name to “TOKUSAI TungMoly Co., Ltd.”

1997 Expanded the Nagaoka Factory.

1998 Obtained ISO 9002 certification.

2000 Started application of new materials to wire processed products.

2012 Started production of WMo wires, pin rods and claddings.

2009 Integrated main office operations to Nagaoka.

2016 Renewed the entrance to introduce our products from the time 

 of foundation to date and future.

2003 Obtained ISO 9001 certification.

Present

Management Philosophy
Based on the consideration for our customers, cooperative companies,

employees and their families, and from the view point of human respect, 

TOKUSAITungMoly Co., Ltd. pursues the sophisticated 

and leading-edge technology on our thin wire manufacture and its application, 

and aims at the provision of affluent life to all people on the Earth.

Managerial Policy
1.  Devotion to the consumer-oriented business operation 

     with the concept of customer first.

2.  Business operation based on global view.

3.  Provision of the self-fulfillment opportunities to 

     employees for the maximum exertion of their abilities.

4.  Business operation in advance of the time, 

     utilizing our long-established system technology.

5.  Prevention of public nuisance and disaster, 

     and harmonization with the nature.

6.  Securement of fair profits and reward to shareholders, 

     employees and the society.

Wire drawing

Thin and ultra-thin wires manufactured by 

workers by repeatedly passing thick wires 

through dies in a careful manner, using our 

original wire drawing machines.

Hard-to-work materials such as tungsten 

and molybdenum can produce ultra-thin 

wires with minimum diameter of up to 0.01 

mm by heating and drawing wires.

Wire straightening

Our original wire straightening machine 

and know-how enable to supply superior 

straightening and surface products. 

Our superior wire straightening enable to 

supply the minimum diameter of 0.01 mm.

Surface treatment electropolishing
Electropolishing
TOKUSAI can control the surface condition in the 
electrolytic solution due to energizing between a 
metal wire and an electrode and melting a metal 
surface. In addition, for tungsten, we are capable of 
manufacturing minimum diameter of 0.0025 mm.
Oxide coating
Special treatment enable to control oxide film 
thickness and uniform obtain a desired color.
Resin coats
Uniform coat thickness with lower eccentricity 
and stable coat thickness deviation over the full 
wire length, enjoying high reputation. Our 
superior coating enable to supply the minimum 
diameter of 0.01 mm.

Tip processing

We will manufacture a tip shape product to 

your requested specifications through our 

original know-how.

Ribon

Capable of rolling wires to manufacture 

precise hoop steel with continuous length.

Heat treatment

With various heat treatment methods such 

as tension annealing, solution treatment 

and aging treatment, our self-developed 

heat treatment equipment enable to adjust 

tensile strength, hardness, straightness, 

etc. in line with the customer’s needs.

Plating

Capable of continuit y plat ing various 

materials such as gold, silver, copper, 

nickel and palladium. Capable of the high 

stabil i t y of the plat ing thickness and 

plat ing per formance f ree f rom color 

i r regular i t y  and super ior  in uni form 

surface.

Cladding

Cladding is a technique to joint different 

kinds of metals by pressurization.

TOKUSAI can put different kinds of metal 

wires, tungsten, molybdenum and nickel, 

into a platinum pipe to draw and joint 

them.Core metals

Cladding materials

Reconstruction prayer of Nagaoka fireworks: 
The most famous fireworks festival in Japan.
From every August 1st to August 3rd, Nagaoka fireworks eve, playstreet, 
Nagaoka fireworks, lantern festival are held around Nagaoka city,
TOKUSAI has been supported Nagaoka fireworks for long time.

TOKUSAI Nagaoka Head office , Factory

Wire drawing factory

TOKUSAI merchandise exhibition entrance
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Corporate Profile
Tungsten, molybdenum, stainless steel, beryllium copper, Nickel and titanium alloy, other metals and alloys

Our Mission [Products]
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